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■ POINT!!

■ POINT!!

Strips showing the current 
temperature

Temperature-indicating sheet
Reversible

TM
Non-RoHS compliant
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Reversible Thermo TapeTM
Non-RoHS compliant

TR
Single temperature 
indicating model

Reddish yellow
Yellow

Bright yellowish red
Red

Reddish orange
Yellowish orange

Dark brown-purple
Dark brown-purple

25 labels per box

Type Color-change 
temperature°C

Color-change
accuracy JAN codeLow-temperature

color
High-temperature

color

Features

Features

 Thermo TapeTM is a reversible indicator that changes color at the specified temperature and reverts to its original 
color when cooled. It can be used repeatedly.
 Both sides of the tape retain the original color (before changing), making any color change due to a rise in 
 
As a tape, it can be cut into strips of any length.

 Sheets with a combination of reversible temperature indicating materials. There are two types: 2-temperature 
and 5-temperature.
 The 2-temperature sheet is suitable for indicating warning and danger temperatures. (P5·7)
 The 5-temperature sheet is suitable for measuring temperature and checking for temperature increases. (C)
 Color-change temperatures and color-change tones are the same as for Number Thermo WappenTM.

P5·7
2-temperature type

C
5-temperature type

* Color changes and color tones are the same as for Number Thermo WappenTM

Type Color-change temperature°C Qty per box Color-change
accuracy JAN code

Applications

 Preventing burns during heating processes
 Monitoring of warning and danger 
temperatures

temperature obvious at a single glance.
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Before color 
change

After color 
change 
(During 
heating)

Before color 
change

After color 
change 
(During heating)

Before color 
change

After color 
change 
(During heating)

TR-50 (changes at 50°C, 
yellow    yellowish orange)

TR-70 (changes at 70°C, 
red    dark brown-purple)
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■ POINT!! Number of heating 
temperature appears Tem

perature Indicating M
aterials 

Features  Number of heating temperature appears.
 The number disappears when the temperature drops, allowing repeated use.

Reversible
TM

Non-RoHS compliant

WR
Temperature appears 
in digital format

Type Color-change 
temperature°C

Color-change
accuracy JAN codeLow-temperature

color
High-temperature

color

Reddish yellow
Yellowish orange

Yellow
Yellowish red

Bright yellowish red
Red
Red

Mixed

Reddish orange
Bright yellowish red
Yellowish orange
Dark brown-purple
Dark brown-purple
Dark brown-purple
Dark brown-purple * WR-40 to 70: 120 labels of the same temperature per box

* WR-Mixed: 24 labels each for 50°C, 55°C, 60°C, 65°C and 
70°C (120 labels per box)

■
■

Before color 
change

After color 
change 
(During 
heating)

Color-changing 
area

No color change

■ POINT!! Check temperature history and 
current temperature

Irreversible
Reversible Non-RoHS compliant

Features  This combination label consists of an irreversible temperature-indicating element (temperature label) 
at the center of a reversible Thermo Sheet TM base.
 Trace temperature history with the irreversible label and current temperature with the reversible sheet.

A
For checking past and 
current temperature

White Black
White Red-orange
White Dark red
White Blue
White Deep indigo
White Red

Type
Color-change Size Size

Temperature-indicating element (irreversible) Base (reversible)

Color-change 
temperature°C

Color-change temperature
(Low-temperature color        high-temperature color)

JAN code

70°C
Red      Dark brown-purple

50°C
Yellow      Yellowish orange

80 labels per box

TB
For checking past and 
current temperature

Type
Color-change Size Size

Temperature-indicating element (irreversible) Base (reversible)

Color-change 
temperature°C

Color-change temperature
(Low-temperature color        high-temperature color)

JAN code

White Black
White Red-orange
White Dark red
White Blue
White Deep indigo
White Red

70°C
Red      Dark brown-purple

50°C
Yellow      Yellowish orange

40 labels per box

Combination label 

Before
color change

During
heating

After
cooling

Before
color change

During
heating

After
cooling


